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Towards the Kesen River

Something is happening. Not here, somewhere far away, in that familiar place, something 
huge is coming to pass. I cannot see what is going on from where I am now. I waited a little, in 
the faint hope that someone might be able to tell me something, but it seems that no one can 
do anything for me. I have no other choice than to move somewhere where I will be able to see 
what is happening. But motion is time. I will need this time, probably several days, to reach 
my destination. But in a few days I should be able to see. And to understand. What has
happened to my town, my home, my family, I should finally be able to understand everything. 
However, for the few days that the journey will take, I will still have seen nothing. I must move 
forward without knowing anything.

The answers to my questions must already exist there, they must already be waiting for me. 
Was everything spared or not, the outcome must already be known.
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KESENGAWA
The first part of the book is the story told by Naoya Hatakeyama, who embarks on a motorcycle 
trip towards the North of the island after the earthquake, a trip made difficult due to heavy 
snowing, the absence of fuel, and detours caused by destroyed roads.

Concurrently, the book shows reminiscence of happy days in his hometown, Rikuzentakata. It 
combines thoughts, movements, memories and images from Naoya’s mind on his way to this 
destroyed city.

In the second part of the book, there is no text but only photographs taken after the disaster. 
The extent of the erasure causes bewilderment, as much for Naoya as to the reader.

At last, in an afterword that felt like a matter of necessity, the photographer, but probably any 
other person confronted with such drama, finds elements for his own consolation, between 
memory and heritage.

KESENGAWA is the French and English edition of a book published in Japan by  KAWADE SHOBO SHINSHA 
in 2012. Some photos were changed by mutual agreement with the author.
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« Very moving and powerful »
(Martin Barnes, Senior Curator, Photographs Department, V & A)

« A very important book »
(Sandra Phillips, Senior Curator of Photography, SFMoma)

« Truly extraordinary and the production is exemplary in every way »
(Phillip Prodger, Curator of Photography, Peabody Essex Museum)

« A compelling acknowledgment both of beauty and pain, and thus 
a contradiction at the center of our lives »
(Robert Adams, photographer)
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TERRILS (or spoil tips) is the result of an encoun-
ter between Naoya Hatakeyama and the mining 
area of the Nord-Pas de Calais region in France, 
where he was a photographer in residence in 
2009-2010, an initiative organised and financed 
by the group Les Lieux.

The work of Naoya Hatakeyama was exhibited 
from February 1 to March 1 2010 at the Centre 
Historique Minier in Lewarde - France’s largest 
coal mining museum - under the name «Les 
Voici, Colosses» («Here they are, Collossi»).

« Building on the tiny elements which have 
survived thirty years into this present future, on 
recollections which are fading fast, on all the 
photographs which can be collected and on all 
the words uttered, we must use our imaginations 
to extend the memories of others. If we do not do 
this, a story will be lost and disappear for ever. »
Extract from Terrils
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